
  

Theme: Giving a Formal Self Introduction 

Strategy: 

Key learning points:  

- What makes a good / bad self-introduction 

- Giving your self-introduction 

- Adding points of interest/extra-value 

- Making sure that people will want to engage you in conversation 

 

Section 1: What makes a good/bad introduction + opening structure 

Key Language:  

What makes a bad self-introduction: name too fast, recycling basic phrases, not giving any value  

What makes a good self-introduction: the opposite of everything above 

Greeting: Good morning everyone 

Name: My name is (name you want people to call you), (full name) 

Role: I’m (job title) for/at (company name) …. Other choices = in (industry) / at (location) 

Day-to-day: My responsibilities include (verb-ing) / I’m responsible for (verb-ing) 

Appreciation: I’m lucky enough to (verb) 

 

Polls: 

1) Section 1 

Poll 1a) Which of the following are examples of a bad self-introduction: 

- recycling boring/basic phrases  

- not giving any value 

- giving your name in a confusing/fast way 

- all of the above  

 

Poll 1b) When sharing your role, complete the missing prepositions from the following sentence: “I’m 

working xxx the healthcare industry xxx GSK xxx our Akasaka office” (choose two answers): 

- in, for, at 

- in, at, at 

- on, for, in 

- for, in, at 

 

 

Poll 1c) If you’d like to share a nickname, which of the following phrases are suitable (choose two 

answers): 

- please call me 

- everyone calls me 

- you can call me 

- my friends and colleagues all call me 



 

Section 2: Personalizing your story 

Key Language:  

Hometown: I grew up in a (size) (description) (type) called (name) – it’s around (how long) (compass direction) of (major city) + 

location value 

Family / pets *(optional): I come from a (big/small) family of (number) + detail / I share my home with (family members/pets) + 

detail  

Interests: In my free time, … / On the weekends, … you can find me (verb-ing / location) 

Uniqueness: Not a lot of people know this about me, but (interesting character trait) 

 

Polls: 

2) Section 2 

Poll 2a) Which of the following is the best way to share your hometown introduction: 

- I grew up in a small manufacturing city called Leicester – it’s around 2 hours north of London. We’re famous for amazing 

meat pies, so please try to visit next time you’re in the UK 

- I come from Leicester – it’s a small manufacturing city around 2 hours north of London 

- I grew up in a small manufacturing city called Leicester – it’s around 2 hours north of London  

 

Poll 2b) Which of the following are correct ways to end the sentence: “In my free time, you can find me …” (choose two 

answers) 

- at the gym 

- painting landscapes  

- watch movies and shopping 

 

Poll 2c) What do you imagine to be the most popular pet in the United States:  (https://www.petsecure.com.au/pet-care/a-

guide-to-worldwide-pet-ownership - don’t check now!) 

- dogs 

- cats 

- birds 

- fish  

 

Section 3: End strong  

Key Language:  

Transition: Ok so that’s a little something about me 

Positive sentiment: Thanks again for inviting me today / I’m excited to be here today  

Personal goals: I’m hoping to (verb - goals for the event) … 

Inclusive statement: … and I’m looking forward to (verb-ing) 

Hand over: OK so I’ll hand over/back to (name) 

 

Polls: 

3) Section 3 

Poll 3a) Complete the phrase with suitable/appropriate language for professional situations: “I’m hoping to …” (choose 

two answers): 

- gain some insights about digital marketing best practices in each of our countries during this event 

- listen carefully to your ideas and opinions 

- come to a basic agreement on our upcoming collaboration 

 

Poll 3b) Which of the following situations would this kind of self-introduction be most suitable (choose two answers): 

- a one-on-one discussion 

- any kind of group meeting online 

- a workshop / seminar 

https://www.petsecure.com.au/pet-care/a-guide-to-worldwide-pet-ownership
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